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Why Facebook WILL Become The Next Adwords... One of the biggest complaints that people have with

Facebook is the low conversion levels. Advertisers are complaining that effective campaigns are

converting only 0.03 of the time. People will keep shying away from marketing on Facebook until they

figure out a way to increase the monetization and until they find an effective use of Facebook's growing

user base. But lets not forget that even Google's acclaimed Adwords program took longer than expected

to customize before the masses were able to profit. If Facebook's expansion follows the same template

(which all signs are pointing to), then the most profitable period should be in 6-12 months from now. If you

want to be in prime position to profit just like those websavvy marketers did back in the early days of

Adwords, this eBook is a must. Facebook Social Ads Will Help You:- Build Your Facebook Marketing

Strategy From The Ground Up! Understand the Unique Marketing Mind Set Involved In Facebook

Marketing! How To Use Social Ads To Boost Your Sales! Use New Changes To Facebook To Your

Advantage! Figure Out How Pages And Beacons Can Be Your Marketing Savior! Find Out What The

Real Facebook El Dorado Is! Social Ads is the key to effective Facebook marketing, but only if used

properly. Learn how to use them today. There are lots of advantages to using Facebook as a marketing

tool, but the pitfalls can be tremendous. Remember when you went through the growing pains of setting

up your Adwords campaign and how long it took you to see any profit at all, let alone a significant profit?

Facebook marketing is the same. Only through trial and error will you learn how to customize Facebook

monetization for your particular needs. If you are serious about slicing off just a small piece of the world's

most popular social networking website, then this is the eBook you need to read. Stay ahead of the

market and learn today what everyone else will want to know tomorrow.
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